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Komu: peterlatak@gmail.com

Dear Peter Latak and good people of Slovakia

 

I am writing to you on behalf of my group in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, to tell you that you

must be brave and fight extremely hard to avoid having your country or countryside

destroyed by the blight of industrial wind turbines.

 

Ontario is planning to push even more turbines on lovely landscapes, too close to homes

and migratory routes, even in our drinking water, notably Lake Ontario, with a heinous

project for 60-400 or more giant turbines 40-60 stories tall, perilously close to shore. We are

in the same fight as you! 

 

The stories are pouring in from around the world.  Denmark has increased coal production

50% since starting wind power programs.  Not a single coal fired plant has ever closed

down internationally due to wind power.  Wind power is expensive, unreliable, only works

with subsidies, is harmful to humans, animals, birds, bats, butterflies, and natural

landscapes. 

 

Wind farms are the biggest scam possible, and the sad thing is that we no longer trust our

governments because they foist these monstrosities on us!  We have been green washed or

mass marketed for 20 years here in North America.  Please tell your leaders, politicians,

and whoever will listen, to resist, be strong, and know that we in Canada are behind your

efforts to resist corruption, or at best, wrong-headed decisions that will harm your people,

forests, birds, bats...literally every living thing nearby.

 

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to encourage you!  Stay in the fight, and let us know

how you are progressing.  Believe us, the news of this outrage is becoming like a flood of

information.  We believe that in five years, this technology will be considered very ancient

and absolutely a "mistake."  In the meantime, encourage your governments to use the

precautionary principle, and not do damage to your environment. 

 

All the best from Toronto Wind Action!

 

Sincerely,

 

Sherri Lange

Founding Director

Toronto Wind Action

416-567-5115
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